Instant FAT loss and Inch-loss WHERE YOU WANT IT with the
revolutionary clinically proven alternative to liposuction
Ultrasonic Cavitation for instant Inch & Fat loss & Body
Contouring & Radio Frequency to tone and tighten the skin
Limited Time offer! Any single treatment so that you can ‘try before you buy’.
A one off full one hour combination Ultrasound Cavitation Plus Radio Frequency Skin Tightening
Treatment. Real results after 8/10 combined treatments - Beauty Station are offering a course of
treatments at £65 per treatment - Normally £125.00 per treatment - Fantastic results can be
achieved on both men and women on abdomens, bingo wings, love handles, thighs, hips
buttocks, knees etc. – SEE WHAT WE CAN DO FOR YOU FOR YOU TOO?

Ultrasonic cavitation reduces fat cells with certain manipulation techniques thanks to a hand piece that is placed
on the skin precisely on the area that is to be treated. The machine works with ultrasounds that form bubbles in
the tissues where the fat cells are located. The bubbles expand and are immediately compressed afterwards.
The temperature increases due to sudden variation in pressure and the bubbles implode. This implosion damages
the fat cells, reducing the localised fat. The fat released (triglycerides) fragments into diglycerides that are
expelled via the urinary system. Your treatment can be accurately targeted on the areas that you wish to improve
whether it is for overall

INCH & FAT LOSS, CELLULITE REMOVAL & BODY CONTOURING.

We follow up this procedure with a skin tightening therapy using advanced Radio Frequency technology
which stimulate both lymphatic drainage and collagen growth in the areas where fat has been reduced.

Treatments are not painful and relaxing

The dreaded orange peel effect of cellulite on buttocks hips & Thighs

Cellulite Treatment - Cellulite develops when fat cells swell due

Legs - Before & after a course of treatments for Cellulite

to excess fatty tissue this causes a buildup of fluids. When this
happens the lymphatic drainage system is unable to release the
stored fluid, toxins and fat which restrict blood flow.

The fat cells then begin to cluster together and become fused with
collagen fibres or connective tissues, those strands of connective
tissue hardens and drags on to their anchor points. The restricted blood
flow, lack of lymphatic drainage, stiff connective tissues and fat all
converge to form cellulite.

The three main factors that contribute to cellulite are hormones, lifestyle and age. Whilst diet and exercise
can impact on some areas affected by cellulite, many parts of the
body remains immune. Because of the way cellulite is formed,
the treatment we provide can create spectacular results.

Utilising Ultrasonic Cavitation to accurately target the
cellulite we first destroy the fat cells in the problem areas.
This is followed by advanced Radio Frequency skin tightening
which stimulates the lymphatic system and also stimulates collagen growth.
The resultant smoothing of the skin over a period of 8 to 10 treatments can be truly amazing.

Radio Frequency Skin Tightening for Face & Neck, Chin & Jawline.
Try a taster session – A one off radio frequency skin tightening treatment for just £50.00
We are 100% confident that after your first treatment you will be so thrilled with the results
that you won’t hesitate in booking a full course. A full Course of between 6-10 treatments are
recommended, depending on you rage and lifestyle - Normally £100.00 per treatment
NOW – ONLY £50 which includes the new under eye & character line treatment.
A saving of £50.00 per treatment.
Sagging skin on the neck, and face along with
Wrinkles are common problems associated with ageing.

Face, Chin, Jawline areas – before & after

This is mainly due to the decreasing amount of collagen
production as skin loses its quality.
(RF) systems are the most commonly used procedure to
stimulate collagen production and strengthen the skin
structure and enables skin tightening and improvement of
the skin’s appearance and is a non-invasive way of tightening
loose or lax skin around the forehead, eyes, cheeks, mouth, jawline, jowls, under the chin/neck. Sides of the face
and neck areas up to the ears can be also be treated. This is a great way of reducing fine lines & wrinkles,
enlarged pores and improving skin tone and texture for a brighter smoother complexion.

Radio Frequency heats the dermis, (the deepest skin layer) through a hand pieces without
damaging the epidermis (the top layers of the skin), to stimulate new collagen growth and provide an improvement
in skin laxity and appearance, to remodel and enhance dermal density.

Tissue Retraction - The generated heat causes local
contraction of the collagen fibres immediately tightening
the skin to remodel and re-juvenate the previous effects
of aging.

Improved Circulation - Radio Frequency also improves
blood flow and lymphatic drainage and provides a better
oxygen supply and greater toxin clearance.

Collagen Formation - The local fibroblasts stimulate
the collagen by heating the dermis and it then acts as a
new deep foundation for the skin. This produces further delayed tightening, which only becomes evident slowly
over the next few months.

Call Beauty Station today for your FREE
No obligation consultation 01623 555244

